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Charge stacking in the half-doped manganites
Z. Popovića) and S. Satpathyb)

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65211

The stability of the charge-stacked structure vis-a`-vis the charge-alternate structure in the half-doped
manganites is studied with a model that includes electronic kinetic energy, onsite and intersite
Coulomb interactions, the Jahn–Teller energy, and the antiferromagnetic superexchange between
the manganese core spins. It is shown that for a single zigzag chain, the electronic kinetic energy
stabilizes the standard chain, with Mn31 at the bridge site and Mn41 at the corner site, over the
‘‘reversed’’ zigzag chain with the two Mn valences interchanged. The electronic kinetic energy and
magnetic interactions stabilize the three-dimensional charge-stacked structure, while a large intersite
Coulomb interactionV>Vc would stabilize the charge-alternate structure. It is argued that the
magnitude ofV is small enough that the charge-stacked structure is stabilized in the half-doped
manganites such as La1/2Ca1/2MnO3. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.
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A number of half-doped manganites such
La1/2Ca1/2MnO3,1 Nd1/2Sr1/2MnO3,2 Pr1/2Sr1/2MnO3,3

Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3,4 Nd1/2Ca1/2MnO3
5 etc., form in the so-

called ‘‘CE’’ magnetic structure, which is well known from
the pioneering works of Wollan and Koehler and of Goo
enough in the 1950s.6,7 The CE structure consists of ferro
magnetic zigzag chains made up of alternating Mn31 and
Mn41 charges, arranged antiferromagnetically on the ba
planes. The planes are stacked one over the other,
neighboring planes having identical Mn charges but rever
magnetic moments, producing a charge stacked~CS! struc-
ture with lines of Mn31 or Mn41 extending normal to the
planes.

A question of considerable interest is what stabilizes
charge-stacked structure in spite of the fact that it has
larger Coulomb energy. Even though in principle one sho
address this question fromab initio density-functional calcu-
lations of the total energy, given the complicated crys
structure, such studies are quite tedious, and even then
would need to develop models to understand the energ
involved. In view of this, in this paper we study the energ
ics of the charge stacked~CS! versus the charge-alterna
~CA! structures from a model Hamiltonian that describes
interplay between the various competing interactions.

In our study, we considered three structures shown
Fig. 1: one CS structure~which is in fact the well known CE
structure itself! plus two CA structures, which we call CA~1!
and CA~2!. Considering the structures as a collection of z
zag chains, we have two types of Mn sites: the bridge sit
and the corner site B. In the observed CE structure
La1/2Ca1/2MnO3 ~denoted by CS in Fig. 1!, the bridge sites
are occupied by Mn31 and the corner sites by Mn41, which
we refer to as the standard zigzag chains. When the
valences are reversed, as in thez51/2 plane of CA~1!, we
refer to those as reversed zigzag chains. We will sub
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quently show that these have higher energy as compare
the standard zigzag chains.

CA~1! has the same magnetic structure as CS, i.e.,
nearest neighbor pairs of Mn moments are aligned in
same way~ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic!. However, on
the consecutive planes of CA~1!, Mn31 alternates between
the bridge site~A! and the corner site~B!, forming zigzag

FIG. 1. Arrangement of the zigzag chains in the charge-stacked and
charge-alternate structures, CA~1! and CA~2!, considered in the paper
Dashed and solid zigzag chains indicate opposite magnetic moments,
the full ~open! circles indicate Mn31 (Mn41) atoms. The CS structure is th
same as the well-known CE structure. In all three structures, thez50 and
the z51/2 planes are stacked alternately, one over the other. Thez50
planes are the same in all three structures. Thez51/2 plane may be obtained
by a translation of thez50 plane along the planar direction in CA~2!, while
in CA~1!, the Mn valences are interchanged on thez51/2 plane producing
a plane of~reversed zigzag chains! with respect to thez50 plane.
2 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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chains and reversed zigzag chains on alternate planes, w
in CS, all planes consist of standard zigzag chains.
CA~2! structure, obtained by shifting alternate planes of
CS structure with respect to one another, is the same as
considered by Yunokiet al.8 Unlike CA~1!, CA~2! has some
unfavorable magnetic bonds. Comparing CA~1! and CA~2!,
CA~1! should have the better magnetic energy, while CA~2!
should have the better kinetic energy~no reversed zigzag
chains!. The CS structure has both better magnetic ene
and kinetic energy, but has a higher Coulomb energy du
charge stacking.

To study the energetics, we consider the followi
Hamiltonian describing the motion of the Mn(eg) electrons
on the underlying simple-cubic lattice with classicalt2g core
spins fixed on the lattice sites:

H5Hkin1HCoul1HAF , ~1!

with

Hkin5(
ias

e ianias2JH(
ia

Ŝi•sia

1 (
^ i , j &ab,s

t i j
ab~cias

† cj bs1h.c.!,

~2!

HCoul5U ( 8

iab,ss8
niasnibs81V(̂

i j &
ninj ,

and HAF5JAF(
^ i , j &

~Ŝi•Ŝj11!.

The first two terms are the kinetic and the Coulomb energ
for the itineranteg electrons, while the last term is the an
ferromagnetic superexchange between thet2g core spins.
Herecias

† creates aneg electron at sitei with orbital a and
spin s, n is the number operator,U andV are, respectively,
the onsite and the intersite Coulomb interactions,S is the
classicalt2g core spin,̂ ij & denotes nearest-neighbors and t
prime over the summation indicates exclusion of the s
interaction terms.t i j

ab is the electronic tight-binding hoppin
integral between theeg orbitals.9

Theeg basis set is chosen as follows: A1 is the ‘‘z221’’
orbital with the localz axis along B-A-B on the zigzag chain
A2 is the corresponding ‘‘x22y2’’ orbital, B1 is again the
‘‘ z221’’ orbital, but with the z axis normal to the planes
while B2 is the ‘‘x22y2’’ orbital, with x,y axes pointing to-
ward the A sites on the zigzag chain. For an isolated ch
A2 is not coupled to the rest of theeg orbitals, within the
nearest-neighbor tight-binding model.

The Jahn–Teller~JT! splitting DJT of the eg orbitals is
included in the onsite energy:

e ia56~1/2!DJT3ni , ~3!

taken proportional to theeg electron occupancyni at sitei. a
denotes the twoeg orbitals, A1/A2 or B1/B2 at the respectiv
sites. Thus the MnO6 octahedral distortion responsible fo
the JT splitting is assumed to be possible at both sites, A
B, with equal ease. The splitting is dependent on theeg oc-
cupation, being 0 for Mn41 andDJT for Mn31. Unless oth-
erwise stated, the sign of the JT interaction is chosen s
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that it splits A1 ~B1! below A2 ~B2!, since in general this
choice is found to have the lower energy. The following a
typical parameters as obtained with guidance from
density-functional calculations:10–13 tdds520.5 eV, DJT

51 eV, JH52 eV, U55 eV, andV&0.05 eV.
It is obvious that in the Hamiltonian~1!, JAF is not the

net magnetic interaction between the core spins, since
itineranteg electrons produce a magnetic interaction as w
for instance, by the Anderson–Hasegawa mechanism,
plicit in our Hamiltonian. The magnitude ofJAF is of the
order of 10 meV, as estimated from the measured Neel t
perature of ;110 K for CaMnO3, which indicatesJAF

'7 meV for that compound.14

We now consider the energetics of a single standard
zag chain versus that of a reversed zigzag chain, both b
ferromagnetic. The peculiarities of the electronic structure
a single zigzag chain have been recently examined by sev
authors.13,15,16For this calculation, we assume a JT distorti
only at the A site~standard chain! or only at the B site~re-
versed chain!, and use the expression

e ia56~1/2!DJT ~4!

for the JT sites instead of Eq.~3!. At the non-JT sites,e ia

50.
The ground-state energy is obtained from exact dia

nalization of the Hamiltonian~1!, a method where the
ground-state is expanded in terms of the many-particle c
figurations u i &:uG&5S ici u i &, and the resulting Hamiltonian
matrix is diagonalized using the Lanczos method. We c
sidered 12-site chains and the periodic boundary conditio

Results are shown in Fig. 2, which indicates the stand
zigzag chain to have clearly the lower energy as compare
that of the reversed zigzag chain. The energy differenc
primarily kinetic, due to the peculiarities of the tight-bindin
hopping and the chain geometry. For instance, we find
the energy difference between the standard and the reve

FIG. 2. Total energy of the 12-site zigzag chain obtained from exact dia
nalization. The zigzag chain is energetically favored over the reversed
zag chain. For the two chains,DJT is applied at the A and the B sites
respectively, in accordance with Eq.~4!. Note that whenDJT50, there is no
difference between the two cases.
se or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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chains is: DE589 meV per eg electron, with tdds

520.55 eV, DJT50.8 eV, JH5`, U55 eV, and V50,
while DE580 meV with the same parameters except t
U50, so that the Coulomb interaction does not produ
much of a difference.

The important conclusion then is that it is energetica
favorable for the system to have a JT distortion at the bri
site localizing theeg electron there~standard zigzag chain!
as opposed to having the same JT distortion at the corner
~reversed zigzag chain!. This result is consistent with th
occurrence of the standard zigzag chains in the CE struc

In light of the above results, the CA~1! structure has
higher energy than the other two within the isolated ch
model, because half of the planes in CA~1! consist of re-
versed chains. When interchain interactions are included
terchain hopping as well as the intersite Coulomb and m
netic interactions come into play. Since the resulting
problem can no longer be solved accurately by exact dia
nalization, we have solved it in the self-consistent Hartre
Fock approximation.

Now, the superexchange part in the Hamiltonian can
calculated by simply counting the number of bonds in Fig
In fact, both CS and CA~1! have the same magnetic energ
all nearest-neighbor Mn moments being aligned the sa
way. In contrast, the CA~2! structure has half of its interplan
bonds with ‘‘wrong’’ signs, being ferromagnetic instead
antiferromagnetic, costing an extra 2JAF energy pereg elec-
tron over the other two structures. This is added to
Hartree–Fock energies, which did not include the super
change part.

The Hartree–Fock results including the superexcha
part are shown in Fig. 3, taking 2JAF540 meV. With the
parameters chosen, we see that if the intersite CoulombV is
zero, the CS structure has the lower energy while for a la
value of V.Vc , Vc;0.05 eV, the CA~2! structure has the
lower energy because of its lower Coulomb energy. The in
of Fig. 3 shows the charge order parameter,

d5nA2nB , ~5!

for the lowest-energy structure as a function ofV. The intra-
plane charge order parameterdxy is defined as per Eq.~5!
with both A and B atoms located on the same plane, wh
the interplane parameterdz corresponds to two atoms on th
neighboring planes. The inset of Fig. 3 shows the trans
mation from charge stacking (dz;0) to charge alternation
(dz;1), asV is increased.

The nearest-neighbor Coulomb interactionV may be ex-
pected to be quite small, given that there is an oxygen a
between the two Mn atoms producing considerable scre
ing, and in light of our earlier estimates for Fe3O4, where
V'0.05– 0.1 eV between two Fe atoms of compara
distances.17 For the manganites, we expect the intersite C
lomb parameterV to be no more than 0.05 eV or so. Wit
such a smallV, the CS structure is stabilized over the C
structure because of the lower kinetic and magnetic ene
of the former.

In conclusion, we have shown that the charge-stac
structure is favored over the charge-alternate structure
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cause of its lower kinetic and magnetic energies, even tho
it has a higher Coulomb energy. More elaborate and reali
calculations such as density-functional calculations
needed to further understand the energetics.

This work was supported by the Department of Ener
under Contract No. DOE FG02-00E0045818.
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FIG. 3. Energetics of the charge-stacked and the charge-alternate struc
For V&0.05 eV, the charge-stacked structure is energetically favora
while for larger values, the charge-alternate structure, CA~1! or CA~2!, has
the lower energy. Inset shows the variation of the charge order param
dxy anddz with V as the structure changes from CS to CA~2!. The change is
indicated by a sudden increase of the interplane charge-order parametedz ,
which is zero for the CS structure but assumes a value of near unity fo
CA structure.
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